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Key tenets of our Loyalty program approach

We must solve for real 
customer problems. 

it’s not about us

We must deliver sustained 
value to the customer. 

no vanity metrics

As the customers’ needs 
change, we must too. 

we’re never done
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Home is characterized by heavy and 
bulky items that may be cumbersome 
to assemble, and slow to deliver. 

Problem Solution
Enable access to free one-day delivery 
upgrades and discounted assembly & 
installation

By joining MyWay, customers will enjoy an elevated level of service & value, not just on 
their first order. By driving enrollment in the program, we can cultivate a deeper 
relationship with members that drives sustained, not burst, engagement.

Establish 
MVP Beta Iterate General 

Availability
Iterate
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The world’s largest Specialty Video Game and Collectibles Retailer:  $9.1 
billion in sales1 

− 56% of all consumers who bought video games last year transacted with 
GameStop 

− Operates one of largest loyalty programs in US: PowerUp Rewards; 16.7MM+ 
active, domestic members 

− Owns Game Informer: the World’s largest game magazine & 4th largest US 
consumer print publication

Who is GameStop?

3,716 stores in the U.S.  
1,920 stores internationally

43,000+ 
passionate store 

associates 

55+ million  
store customers 
annually (US)

150 million unique visitors  
300+ million visits  

annually to GameStop.com

5.5 million unique 
users annually on the 

GameStop App
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“We believe our Customer Journey begins and ends with our Associates”

“The fact is… our customers ARE on a journey with us every time they visit our 
stores, our passion filled associates determine the destination by delivering 

Service that Matters and providing meaningful Loyalty Solutions.”

“When we provide experiences that are valuable, powerful and 
differentiated, we create demand for our brand and delight both our 

internal and external customers.” 
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PowerUp Rewards
▪ Award winning loyalty program launched September 2010 

- Best Loyalty Program 2016, Loyalty360 

▪ 42MM+ members-to-date with 9 years of rich transactional detail 

▪ Passionately in pursuit of constant improvement through testing, associate 
surveys and customer feedback focus groups.  

▪ Technology enabled Loyalty all in one spot - GSO Powered by Opterus.

PowerUp Rewards members 
spend 

5X 
Paid Members spend  

9X 
more than non-member 

customers 
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